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Peter Ostick 
Vice President of Tremor Video APAC

The explosive growth of video viewing on mobile devices has redefined monetisation best 
practices and led calls for increased measurement to understand TV-style metrics. Tremor 
Video, Nielsen and a host of the leading broadcasters and publishers in Australia came together 
to create this paper to gain greater insight into both areas. 

Viewers have embraced the freedom of TV everywhere which is reflected in the 59% year-on-
year growth in online video streams1 in Australia measured by Nielsen. This has been driven by 
a combination of improved connectivity, a proliferation of internet connected devices and a 
considerable investment by a spectrum of the leading Australian media companies in 
screen-agnostic content delivery. The brightest stars of them all have been smartphones and 
tablets (mobile devices), now accounting for 32hrs and 22hrs of time per person respectively 
in April 20162 according to Nielsen’s Digital Ad Ratings (Monthly).

It is well documented that this has led to an explosion of online video advertising expenditure, 
with IAB Australia highlighting that investment in video advertising for 2016 was $417m rising 
to $700m in 2018. However, there has been a lag in the generally accepted principle that 
advertising dollars follow the eyeballs to mobile and tablet video monetisation.

The chasm between the monetisation of desktop-delivered video verses mobile/tablet has led 
to deeper questions by the industry as to the efficacy of mobile device delivery vs desktop.  
One of the main areas of feedback from advertisers has been around the historical lack of 
audience measurement for mobile devices. This has been compounded by the acceleration 
in the automation of trading digital video through demand side platforms (DSPs) that offer 
advertisers a consolidated view of the global frequency of a campaign based on TV-style 
metrics such as reach and frequency and Target Audience Reach Points (TARPs). 

Tremor Video, the leading video sell side platform (SSP) in Australia, leveraged Nielsen’s Digital 
Ad Ratings solution for campaign measurement, to understand the impact of including mobile 
video inventory, as well as desktop video inventory, on reaching unique audiences. They then 
partnered with some of the leading broadcasters and publishers of video in Australia – Yahoo7, MCN, 
Network Ten and News Corporation – to create a unique insight into a combined inventory pool. 

The findings presented in detail in this paper show that 73% of the viewers that were exposed 
to the inventory pool that watched on mobile devices did not also watch video on desktop 
computers. The implication is that advertisers that are excluding mobile video are essentially 
excluding an entirely unique audience.

Given the findings of the study, this report also includes a detailed commercial and technical guide 
around some of the considerations broadcasters and publishers of digital video should consider 
for the effective measurement and monetisation of their content. Finally, we hear from leading 
industry figures: Nick Young - National Sales Director, MCN; Ben Green Director - Programmatic, 
Data & Native, Yahoo 7; and Cameron King – Head of Digital Sales Strategy, News Corporation. 

1Source: Nielsen Online Ratings - Hybrid Streaming April 2015 - 2016
2Source: Nielsen Digital Ratings Monthly April 2016
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Benjamin Pecora-Burne
Manager Digital Advertising Measurement 

Methodology (by Nielsen) 

For years, marketers and their agencies have been seeking a solution to better understand the 
true audience of their digital advertising campaigns, using Reach, Frequency and GRP metrics 
that are comparable to television and other media. Both the supply and demand sides seek a 
consistent, reliable and independent approach for validating campaign audience delivery for 
advertisers and agencies alike. Nielsen’s Digital Ad Ratings provides overnight, unduplicated 
reach of digital campaigns across devices and with confident investment and accountability 
that only independent, comprehensive metrics can deliver. 

Fragmentation of the web, an abundance of platforms and devices, combined with continual 
advancement of ad targeting and delivery technology, makes the media ‘panel-only’ approach 
to digital advertising measurement impractical. Audience measurement methodologies that 
rely solely on browser-based cookies and modelling for a substantial portion of results are also 
not consistent or transparent enough to be used as the basis of industry-standard advertising 
validation and reporting.

By leveraging actual user demographics from a leading third party, Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings 
is able to attach demographics to a large portion of campaign impressions, while also utilising 
inputs from an independent media quality panel for the purposes of calibration and a source of 
‘market truth’. The resulting methodology combines data from three sources: a census of 
tag-based server counts, large samples from a third-party demographic data provider (typically 
covering 50-60% of impressions), and inputs from independent media quality panels. To ensure 
a higher standard of accuracy, Nielsen also performs double-blind testing between these 
established panels and third party panels to determine correction and mis attribution models.

The launch of mobile advertising measurement in Australia in 2015 by Nielsen has provided 
pivotal insights to truly understand a campaign’s total digital audience. The metrics from 
Digital Ad Ratings are comparable with those from traditional television advertising, enabling 
marketers to understand the reach of their audience across each screen.

With such device fragmentation, cross-digital device audience measurement requires a certain 
level of technical improvisation. Without a combination of cookies and mobile advertising 
IDs, the accuracy of this measurement may not be possible. These identifiers act as a bridge 
between the device and the viewer. As a result, Digital Ad Ratings is able to measure unique 
audience across all digital devices with a greater level of accuracy by matching to a user profile.

For the purposes of the incremental reach study undertaken by Tremor Video, Digital Ad 
Ratings was utilised to understand:

 a) The scale of incremental reach that may be gained by adding mobile inventory to 
     a desktop campaign
 b) The differences in audience composition on desktop, mobile and those exposed 
     on both platforms

METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS OF THE 
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The Findings

In April 2016, according to Digital Ratings Monthly, more than half of the Australian 18+ 
population were using smartphones and 7.5 million using tablets.1 Nielsen also measured 6 
in 10 Australians 16+ watching Video On Demand (VOD) in 2015.2 This adoption of digital 
devices and a growing demand for online video explains why marketers may be shifting 
their attention to mobile video advertising. In addition, a recent Nielsen survey on Video 
On Demand viewers in 2015 found that 59% of respondents say they don’t mind getting 
advertising if they can access free content.3 The growing mobile audience and an openness 
from viewers to consume relevant advertising could mean more opportunities for advertisers and 
agencies to unlock new and valuable audiences. Now more than ever advertisers need to explore, 
measure and validate audience delivery to truly understand where their dollars are best spent.

For this particular study, Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings was used to measure a variety of inventory 
across the Tremor Video exchange and four key Australian publishers in an attempt to 
understand the incremental reach of mobile video in addition to desktop, and to understand the 
audience composition across each of these platforms. The size of the audience and the volume 
of impressions measured should have increased the likelihood of a user being exposed across 
both mobile and desktop, however surprisingly an entirely new audience was discovered. 

 • Total measured impressions: 1,188,661*
 • Total measured unique audience aged 12+: 212,743*
 • Incremental reach by adding mobile: 73.33%*

The measurement exhibited the hallmark of mobile inventory – an ability to reach younger 
audiences more effectively than on desktop. The mobile inventory provided an audience 
composition which was far more balanced than desktop which indicates that mobile may 
provide advertisers with a more diverse selection of viewers, while the desktop inventory 
provided a greater level of reach of mature male audiences. 

Viewers exposed to the campaign on both a desktop and mobile device skewed more so 
towards people 25-39 and 55-64 which indicates these audiences were more likely to be 
exposed to an advertisement across devices. Exposing a user to a campaign across devices 
can be a valuable aspect of building brand awareness by consistently being top-of-mind 
with the target audience.

Above all, the measurement of this campaign displayed an incremental reach of 73% by adding 
mobile advertising. With just 1% of the total audience being exposed on both a desktop and 
a mobile device. Essentially an entirely new audience was discovered through the use of 
mobile video.

1Source: Nielsen Digital Ratings Monthly January 2016
2Source: Nielsen Australian Connected Consumers Report 2015-2016
3Source: Nielsen Global Video-On-Demand Survey, Q3 2015
*Source: Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings, Tremor Video Study 2016
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Mitch Brown
Solutions Specialist Tremor Video 

There are a number of technical considerations around mobile monetisation, especially 
when comparing mobile to desktop video. As with desktop, mobile video buyers want as 
much information as possible around a publisher’s inventory and the viewer when making 
buying decisions, so the information that is passed onto them is important. Traditionally, user/
device/browsing information is stored via cookies in a desktop environment, but this is not 
applicable for mobile monetisation. While cookies exist on mobile, their reach is limited and 
they’re unreliable. So, it’s important that the publisher is able to pass this information onto the 
buyer to make smart decisions.

Instead of relying on cookies to store user information, a device ID can be used for mobile. 
These device IDs differ by platform – for example iOS devices use IDFA, Google devices 
use adID – but essentially they are a unique value linking the user to the device. By default, 
the publisher may not pass this information onto their buyers. It could mean passing this 
information through a VAST tag within the publisher’s ad server or integrating an SDK into 
their app inventory to ensure this ID is passed on. Buyers require this value for frequency 
capping, data targeting etc and some buyers will reject the inventory if this value is not 
being passed onto them.

Other information that’s important for the publisher to pass relates to inventory classification, 
including domains, app names, app bundle IDs, category etc. Again, this information may not 
be available to pass on dynamically through the publisher ad server by default so additional 
development work may be required. This information is required for the buyers to target their 
campaigns appropriately and to maximise monetisation opportunities. 

The ability to pass this information onto the buyer is also important when it comes to server-side 
ad serving. With the recent shift to ad stitching technology, the publisher will no longer have 
client-side techniques to pass certain information and will need to pass additional info onto the 
buyer, for example, IP address and useragent, so the buyers can run appropriate campaigns. 

Another technical factor for publishers to consider is support for different creative types. 
Desktop players are generally set up to handle most file types as well as VPAID creative types. 
Mobile monetisation is generally limited to instream video only. Though VPAID JavaScript 
has been around for a number of years there is usually additional development work required 
by the publisher to make it available. However, having the inventory available to support this 
would open up extra buying options.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MOBILE VIDEO 
MEASUREMENT AND MONETISATION
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Juliette Stead 
General Manager Tremor Video Australia

What are the buyers saying they want?

Buyers are saying that they want to drive a screen-agnostic approach, reaching their audiences 
wherever and whenever they are watching video content.

They are also keen to secure good quality video inventory due to its relative scarcity in 
the market, compared with other inventory types such as display. From a programmatic 
trading perspective, this leads to a combination of both ‘automated guaranteed’ deals (AGs), 
where CPMs and volumes are negotiated and guaranteed between the buyer and seller in 
advance, and non-guaranteed activity, where buyers aim to secure impressions in an auction 
environment (invite-only auction [IOA], or open auction [OA]).

In addition, buyers want a standardised view across all activity, clarity and control over their 
campaigns’ global reach and frequency, and consistent measurement such as viewability, 
completion rates, CTRs and the demographic profile of the audience. 

It’s largely recognised that audiences are becoming increasingly fragmented, with the 
expectation that they can watch whatever they want on whichever device they choose 
whenever suits them best. Broadcasters are working hard to meet these audience needs and 
ever-changing models of consumption, yet some of the inconsistencies and shortfalls around 
measurement and accountability are holding buyers back from achieving their screen-agnostic 
goals and executing on their multi-platform plans. 

What is your biggest ask for publishers when it comes to monetising mobile video?

Programmatic buyers need to be able to control frequency and targeting. This is one of the 
key drivers for programmatic buying. In order to do this across mobile app inventory, and 
in the absence of effective mobile cookies, the device ID (IDFA for iOS and adID for Google 
devices) must be passed on (read more about this in the “Technical considerations for mobile 
video measurement and monetisation” section in this paper). Passing this device ID through is 
integral to opening up mobile demand from programmatic buyers.

MONETISATION CONSIDERATIONS



     

Publishers should continue to create strong, compelling content to attract an engaged and 
loyal audience who are receptive to the content and the advertising that funds it. Be sensitive 
to the ad: content ratio in a mobile environment, without being apologetic or overly hesitant. 
Audiences should not be put off by advertising, but they should come to expect and accept it. 
When selling automated guaranteed deals direct to buyers, publisher sales teams are advised 
to be clear that the activity will deliver across mobile as well as desktop – it should become 
the accepted norm that video campaigns run across all screens. The control brought by the 
device ID combined with the quality of inventory brought by a publisher within a mobile 
environment, will mean that advertisers will benefit from the added reach and engagement 
brought by mobile.

What are your top 3 recommendations to buyers considering accessing mobile video?

 1) Mobile audiences are highly engaged with video content – they are having a personal, 
     one on one interaction with the video, creating the optimum situation for an advertiser 
     to communicate their message. In addition, many audiences who consume video on 
     mobile devices ONLY consume it here. Reaching audiences in this environment is 
     essential for advertisers, and should not be ignored in favour of desktop only.

 2) Ensure that the creative agencies you work alongside are across the role of mobile, 
     and are creating 15” as well as 30” ads. VPAID creatives are not always able to run in 
      mobile environments, so standard pre-roll formats (which are impactful, interesting 
     and relevant) should also be supplied so that you can run a truly screen-agnostic campaign.

 3) Look at video holistically and with audience consumption in mind. By looking at mobile 
      web video versus mobile in-app video versus desktop web versus OTT, you are 
      potentially creating a fragmented approach, and missing the opportunity to reach 
      valuable audiences in compelling environments. A multi-screen, audience-led 
     approach will benefit your advertiser both in terms of engagement and reach.



     

Ben Green     
Director - Programmatic, Data & Native Yahoo!7

It seems that more and more of long-form content seems to be delivered via app. Is that a 
trend that you are seeing?

Plus 7, Australia’s No.1 Catch Up TV service has experienced DOUBLE-DIGIT growth YOY.

The PLUS7 mobile app is now not only the fastest growing, but the largest contributor of 
long-form video streams at Yahoo7.

PLUS 7 app usage has increased in line with market data that shows more time is spent 
in-app than on mobile web and desktop. However, Yahoo7 has seen an additional boost in 
usage since the introduction of PLUS7 Live in Dec 2015. PLUS7 LIVE allows users to enjoy 
live viewing from 7, 7TWO, 7mate and 7flix, any time, any location, including mobile.

PLUS7’s growth, success and market position is a testament to the quality of Yahoo original 
and Channel7 content.

What demographic(s) are making up your mobile in-app audience?

We see a skew towards a younger female audience across our PLUS7 apps. This includes all our 
market-leading apps such as 7NEWS and Yahoo Mail. In Plus7, 18-35s represent almost double 
the audience on mobile than they do on desktop (30% Mobile App vs. 18% Web).  Mobile App 
audiences are an important channel for marketers to reach incremental audiences to their Web 
and Broadcast Video campaigns.

What are the biggest challenges facing AU publishers today?

One of the mobile video challenges facing media owners is the wide adoption of advertising 
technologies that have been built for desktop and are incompatible with mobile. While 
audience verification and viewability are important metrics, using VPAID primarily for 
obtaining these metrics has challenges: 

 1. VPAID eliminates the advertiser’s opportunity to reach incremental mobile audiences 
 2. VPAID restricts a media owner’s ability to monetise mobile supply and fulfill 
     video demand

Audience shifts to mobile devices, and more specifically to mobile apps, is aggressive. 
Marketers that take a device-agnostic approach to video screen buying will see the highest 
return and efficiencies on their video media buying.

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES WITH INNOVATIVE 
THOUGHT LEADERS ON THE SELL SIDE
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Cameron Dinnie                                                                                
Head of Programmatic Trading, Multi Channel Network MCN

Where is the majority of your mobile inventory coming from – mobile web or in-app?  
Do advertisers have a preference? 

Like the majority of publishers, MCN has seen the growth of mobile in recent years. In-app traffic 
is driving this, with currently a little over 70% of our mobile traffic is in-app and this is growing.

Advertiser preference is driven by desired outcomes. It is widely reported that in-app delivers 
longer session durations, user retention and frequency and therefore perceived engagement.
 
In-app advertising offers marketers a better opportunity to target the right audience at the 
right time. This can provide a better solution to capture targeted consumers’ attention and 
encourage them to interact without interruption.

Additionally, attribution is a key differentiator between mobile web and in-app. The tracking 
available through apps allows marketers to track the effectiveness of their campaigns for both 
DR and against brand metrics. 

Are advertisers paying a higher CPM for mobile, than other platforms? 

There are two answers to this question. Firstly, from a guaranteed perspective advertisers are 
willing to pay equivalent CPMs across all platforms, mobile and desktop included.  

For MCN the value of our inventory is demonstrated by delivering the right audience in context 
through professionally produced, broadcast-quality content irrespective of the delivery 
platform. Audience in context delivers a better outcome for brand advertisers whether that is 
on mobile or desktop.

Secondly, within RTB channels, mobile CPMs remain lower than desktop, however the gap is 
closing.  Mobile RTB CPMs have grown strongly in the past 12 months as advertisers see the 
value of these audiences and are better able to measure the specific ROI of this channel.

Overall yield is being driven by the right audience in the right context, with RTB CPMs at times 
delivering a stronger yield than direct sold.

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES WITH INNOVATIVE 
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What are barriers to advertisers not wanting to buy mobile video? 

Increasingly we are seeing barriers to mobile disappearing. Recent improvements in 
cross-screen measurement have helped to better define the size, scale and role of mobile 
measurement as part of a broader media buy.

However, there remain challenges around specific campaign tracking and the measurement 
of mobile ROI. Universal, accurate measurement of mobile audiences across devices is still 
lacking. Mobile web, with its strong reliance on cookie based tracking, suffers from attribution 
challenges and post view tracking. 

Improved user and campaign measurement will enable agencies and advertisers to optimise 
mobile campaigns and track the effectiveness of spend using basic campaign metrics such as 
reach and frequency.



     

Cameron King                                                  
Head of Digital Sales Strategy, News Corp  

What would you see as the greatest advertising opportunities with mobile video? 

Mobile is obviously a highly personal and engaging device. The ability to combine the brand 
building power of video with the distribution and intimacy of the mobile experience is an 
incredibly exciting combination. We see huge potential for the production of mobile specific 
video formats that respect user experience and play with the powerful context of mobile 
browsers. How about we define an advertising experience for the 75% of mobile users who use 
their device in the bathroom? 

Do you see specific trends in mobile video viewing that are different to what you see for 
other platforms or content types?

The key times of mobile viewership are really complementary to desktop viewership. Whilst 
desktop traffic peaks in the middle to early afternoon, we’re really seeing a lot of traction 
first thing in the morning and later in the evening. To demonstrate, we’re developing morning 
commuter opportunities for news and information that will drive conversation throughout 
the day. We’re also developing product and content strategies specifically focused on second 
screen and late night viewing based on what is being broadcast on FTA TV although 
consumers’ mobile devices are now their primary screen.
 
Viewability is a hot topic right now, does mobile offer any solutions here?
 
The mobile video viewing experience is full screen so we expect to see higher levels of viewer 
engagement and consequently, viewability. Maximising the screen dimensions by exploring 
new formats that include vertical video will drive unparalleled consumer engagement. 

INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES WITH INNOVATIVE 
THOUGHT LEADERS ON THE SELL SIDE
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SUMMARY

1Source: Nielsen Digital Ratings Monthly April 2016

Digital video is being driven to a $700 million-a-year market in Australia. The role of the   
Smartphone and Tablet (mobile devices) which now account for 32hrs and 22hrs of time per 
month per person respectively in April 20161 is expected to play a key role in expediting that 
growth. An example of this is Yahoo7’s PLUS7 app which is now largest contributor of long 
form video streams at Yahoo7. 

This report found that 73% of viewers who watch digital video on mobile devices do so 
independently of watching video on desktop computers. In a market where reach and 
frequency reporting are key metrics of success, excluding such an engaged and fast growing 
audiences would appear detrimental to brand advertisers’ goals. Broadcasters across the 
industry constantly refer to the explosive growth of in-app delivery which is highlighted by 
MCN as making up over 70% of mobile traffic. The main benefit of in-app delivery is longer 
viewer session duration, user retention and better management of frequency.

The premium sell side broadcasters and publishers must be aware of key technical 
considerations when monetising mobile video streams. A major consideration should be the 
ability to pass a device ID from the supplier’s ad server into the monetisation ecosystem. The 
benefit of passing mobile IDs includes both the measurement of the campaign from a reach and 
frequency perspective but it also enables unique viewer targeting segmentation which leads to 
a more relevant ad experience for the viewer and increased efficiency for the advertiser.

The changing viewership trends of digital video away from desktop, towards mobile 
devices mean that advertisers are being encouraged to look at digital video screen 
agnostically and with audience consumption in mind. Failure to do this means ignoring a 
key viewing consumption shift and as a result a missed opportunity to target an increasingly 
elusive TV audience.





     


